The interest in the double /3 decay has been revived recently_ This is because the double /3 decay offers one of the best tools to tell whether neutrinos are Dirac or Majorana particles_ More precisely, the neutrinoless double /3 decay (the (/3/3)01' mode) involves the change of the total lepton number and occurs only if neutrinos are Majorana, while the two neutrino double /3 decay (the (/3/3)21' mode) occurs independently of their nature. Interestingly enough, in 1970, the Columbia group!) found one event which might be from the (/3/3)01' mode for 48Ca. From the ratio of the 128Te to 13°Te half-lives obtained geologically by Hennecke et al.,2) we suggested 3 ) that the sizable contribution from the (/3/3)01' mode exists in the double /3 decay of 128Te, i_e., neutrinos are Majorana.
In the previous paper 4 ) (hereafter referred to as Part I), the theoretical analysis of the double /3 decay has been presented. The decay formulae have been derived for the parity conserving 0+ -> J+ transitions of the (/3/3)01' and (/ 3/3lzv modes both in the two nucleon (2n)-and N*-mechanism_ In these calculations, we used the weak interaction Hamiltonian motivated by the grand unified theories. Our interaction includes one parameter A which represents the relative strength of the right-handed to left-handed weak interactions. This A has a different physical meaning from the conventionally used parameter*) 7J which represents the admixture of the V + A interaction in the leptonic current. 5),6) It may be worth while to point out that one should be careful to use the previous results, because there are various errors as discussed in Part I.
In this paper, we discuss the general properties of transitions in both mechanisms and make an analysis of experimental data by applying our formulae. A special emphasis is made on the comparison of the relative order of magnitudes for the 0+ -> J+ transitions as well as the 2 n-and N* -mechanism.
As shown in Table I of Part I (or in Eqs. (3·7) and (3·9) of the present paper), if ,,1=0, the (/3/3)ov mode occurs only through the 0+ -> 0+ transition in the 2n-mechanism. The rate of this transition is proportional to the neutrino mass squared. In practice, since A is considered to be non-zero, we should take account of A terms which give rise to the 0+ -> 1+ and 2+ transitions in the 2 n-and N* -mechanism. The measurement of the 0+ -> 2+ (or 0+ -> 1 +) transition is best suited for getting the direct information on A, because this transition rate is proportional only to ,, 12. Note also that the 0+ -> 2+ transition has some advantage from an experimental point of view as discussed by Fiorini. 7 ) In order to get the qualitative knowledge of the (/3/3)ov mode, the half-life measured in the geological method is quite powerful among the presently available experimental data, because the measurement of the ratio of the half-lives for the isotopic nuclei is possible. The nuclei with the smaller phase space have advantage such that the yield from (/3/3hv is suppressed relative to the (/3/3)ov mode. On the other hand, the nuclei with the large phase space are governed by the relatively simple (/3/3hv mode. Thus, it is expected that the comparison with these two isotopic nuclei gives us some useful information on the (/3/3)ov mode. The ratio of the 128Te to 130Te half-lives measured by Hennecke et a1. 2 ) is of this kind.
In § 2, the discussions of our weak interaction Hamiltonian are presented in connection with the grand unified theories. In § 3, the general properties of the decay formulae are discussed. The comparison of the formulae with the experimental data and the predictions are given in § 4. The concluding remarks are presented in § 5. § 
The weak interaction Hamiltonian
In Part I, the following form of Hamiltonian is used:
*) The weak interaction used before is The other is a model based on 50(0) where the chiral symmetry breaks down at the grand unification mass scale. For example, the order of magnitudes of parameters predicted by Witten are as follows: 9 ) m~{)::::O 00 eV), m~)::::O 0(10 In these kinds of models, neutrinos are classified into either the light mass neutrino group (mv ~ O( 1 e V)) or the heavy mass neutrino group (mvp O( 1 Ge V)). The relative strength of the right-handed interaction ;1 is much less than 10-§ 3. The general properties of various transitions
The 0+ -> 0+, 1+ and 2+ transitions are only allowed for the double fJ decay within our approximations introduced in I. In the following, we shall investigate the general properties of various measurable quantities in some detail.
(a) The decay rate
We first discuss the relative order of magnitudes of the decay rates for various processes.
(a -1) The (fJfJ b.; mode The decay rates for the 0+ --> 0+ and 0+ -> 2+ transitions are given from Eqs. (3·12), (3·17) and (3·23) of I as follows: (3.1) and (3·2)
where azv is defined in Eq. (3·6) of I, Fo(T) and Fz(T) are the phase space factors, *) T is the maximum kinetic energy release, and f-lo is the nuclear energy level difference. **) The first and second terms in Eqs. (3· 1) and (3·2) come from the 2 nand N* -mechanism, respectively. The nuclear matrix elements MF , MGT and Mr are defined in Eqs. (2 ·15), (2 ·16) and (3 ·15) of I. Concerning the quantities in the N*-mechanism, P(Ll) is the probability of producing Ll(1232) per neutron inside the nucleus and < (j)fl (j)i) denotes the overlap between the initial and final nuclear states. (See Appendix A of I for the detailed discussions.) The 0+ --> 1 + transition rate is obtained from Eq. (3·2) by replacing (Mr, Mr) with (2gv Z /gAZ) (M/, M/) .
In this paper, we shall consider two cases for P(Ll): Case (a) where P(Ll) *) For convenience, we list }~'s here: Let us compare the yields from the N * -and 2 n-mechanism to the 0+--> 0+ transition. For simplicity we shall assume IMFI~IMGTI.10),22),28) Then, we obtain from Eq. (3'1), (3'3) by using the relation (F2( T)/Fo( T))< (1/455) T4 and assuming the same value of /10 both for the 2n-and N*-mechanism. By taking the value IMGTI2"", 0.01 ~ 0.3,21) we can conclude that the contribution from the N* -mechanism to the 0+ -> 0+ transition is at most a few %, because T:S/1o"'"10 is generally expected.
As for the 0+ -> 2+ transition, both mechanisms are equally important, in Case (a) if we assume (Mr, Mr) "'" 0 .1, because the ratio is expressed by
The comparison of the 0+ -> 2+ with 0+ -> 0+ transition rates can be easily made from Eqs. (3'1) and (3' 2) . Since the 0+ -> 2+ transition rate seems to be similar to the 0+->0+ decay rate in the N*-mechanism, the ratio r2l1(0+-> 2+)/rl:'(0+-> 0+) is less than a few %. For the 0+->1+ transition, the above arguments also hold.
In summary, we conclude that in the (!3!3hll mode, the 0+ -> 0+ transition in the 2n-mechanism dominates over all other transitions. It is expected that this fact simplifies the analysis of data, especially those obtained by the geological method.
Finally we shall present the half-life formulae in the following parametrized forms: Here unknown quantities which are related to the nuclear structure are normalized so that the coefficients Bi give us a rough idea about the contribution from each term. 
where aO)l is defined in Eq. (2·22) of I, lis are the phase space factors, and
Similarly, the decay rate for 0+-->2+ is given from Eqs. (2'36) and (2·48) of I as follows:*) *) These f;'s are obtained by combining COi, C21 and C N ' given in Eqs. (2·29)~(2·32), (2'37), and (2' 49) of I, respectively. We list them here for convenience: 
In deriving these formulae, the following simplifications are employed: (i) The nuclear matrix elements MF and MT are neglected in comparison with MGT. It is worth while to remind that if ,.1=0, only the 0+ ---> 0+ transition in the 2 nmechanism is allowed. But if ,.1=\=0, both the 2n-and N* -mechanism are at work and the knowledge of relative contributions from them is necessary for the data analysis.
First, the ratio of the yields from the N*-mechanism and the A-part of the 2n-mechanism for the 0+ ---> 0+ transition becomes roughly
Here we have used rough approximations, <H>=-<rH'>=l/R and -<rH'>.1= l/a where R and a are the order of the radii of nucleus and Ll, i.e., (R/a)2=3A 2/3 =70. By taking IMGTI2""0.0l~0. 3 and Case (a) where P(Ll)I<(/Jfl(/Ji>12"" 10-
3
, we find that the N*-mechanism gives 1O~200 times larger contribution. This domi· nance may come from two reasons: (i) The neutrino exchange potential in the N*-mechanism (~l/a) is enhanced by the order of magnitude relative to that in the 2n-mechanism (~l/R). (ii) In the N*-mechanism, the transition of the single constituent of nucleus triggers the double j3 decay like a single j3 decay so that the nuclear matrix elements are expected to be enhanced by the order of magnitude.
Similarly, we obtain
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The size of the nuclear matrix element (Nr, Nr) is not well-known. We shall assume (Nr, Nr)=0.1 hereafter. From the above estimates, the following are concluded. In Case (a), the N*-mechanism dominates over the t1 part of the 2n-mechanism and the decay widths of the 0+ -> 0+ and 0+ -> 2+ transitions are roughly the same. Even in Case (b), the 0+->2+ transition is still as important as 0+->0+. The 0+ -> 1 + transition behaves like the 0+ -> 2+ transition if there exist 1+ levels near the ground state of the daughter nucleus. According to the above arguments, we shall express the half-life in the following parametrized forms,
A similar expression for 0+->1+ is easily obtained from Eqs. (2'41) and (2'48) of I. The numerical values of C ~ C, D1 and D2 are given in Table II . In obtaining these coefficients, we have used the numerical values of the average potential which are given in (d) of Appendix A. The qualitative discussions in this subsection can be easily confirmed from Table II .
Once the half-life (Tl/2)OU is given, it restricts two parameters ~ mjU;j and (3)ov mode, the 0+ ---> 0+ spectra are plotted in Fig. 2 for three cases, (a) ,.1=0 and mv=\=O, (b) ,.1=\=0 and mv=O in the 2n-mechanism and (c) ,.1=\=0 in the N*-mechanism. The 0+--->2+ transition shows a similar spectrum to Fig. 2(a) . where ,:-=(pIO+ P2°-2me)/me. Note that as .:----> T, the spectra for the (/3/3)2)) mode die away like ( T-c)5 or (T-.or, in contrast to the (/3/3)0) ) mode where the yield appears only at the maximum kinetic energy release T/O), 11) as shown in Fig. 3 . The experimental data on the half· lives Tl/2 of the double /3 decay are listed in Table III . There are two different approaches to measure the half·life, the geological method and the counter (chamber) experiment. While the geological experiment is extremely sensitive, it is inherently unable to distinguish directly the (/3/3)z)) and (/3/3)0)) modes. The transitions to the final excited states also contribute to the half· life measured in this method. This type of measurements has been made for the total half· lives of 82Se,12),13) 128Te,2) and 130Te.14)~17) On the other hand, the counter experiment can distinguish not only the two decay modes but also the various transitions in principle, The lower limits of ( TI/2 )0)) for 48Ca, I) 76Ge/8) 82Se/9) and of (TI/2)2)) for 48Cal) have been measured. Recently, Moe and Lowenthal reported the observation of the (/3/3)z)) mode for 82Se by using the cloud chamber. 20)
Before going into the detailed discussion, the following remarks are in order: (i) The 0+ ---> 1+ transitions are not considered here because for the nuclei listed in Table III By using the experimental lower limit of ( TI/2 hll by Bardin et a1. 1) in Table   III and the numerical values in Table I , the inequality IMcd!Lol 2 < 8.3.10-4 is obtained. It is difficult to get the reliable estimate of the nuclear matrix element because there are large cancellations among the various components of the 48Ti wave functions. In the following we adopt the estimate by Vergados/ I ) IMcTI2 "-'0.012 and !Lo"-' 12.7, which well satisfy the above inequality. Note that this value of IMcTI2 is considerably smaller than the other theoretical estimates. 22 ),23)
The lower limit of (TI/2)01l by Bardin et a1.
I
) is that for the 0+ -->0+ transition. This gives the restriction on the neutrino masses and il from Eq. (3.7). The allowed domain is the shaded area in Fig. 4 Only the data on the lower limit of ( TI/2)OIl by Fiorini et a1. 18 ) is available. By assuming IMcTI2"-'0.1 and !Lo,,-,10, we obtain the outer boundary ellipse in Fig. 4 (4-c) 82Se-;82Kr+2e-( +2lJ e ) By comparing the total half_Iife I2 ),13) with the lower limit of the half-life for the « (3(3) 01.' mode l9 ) in Table III , we conclude that the « (3(3) 01.' yield is at most 10%, i.e., T1/2 "" ( T1/2 h1.'. By using the data on T1/2 by Srinivasan et al. 13 ) and the above relation, we obtain*) ( 
4' 1)
By assuming f.Lo"" 10, IMcTI2 "" 0.16 is obtained. Then the lower limit of (T1/2)01.' by Cleveland et al. The much longer half-life of 128Te than that of 130Te comes from the fact that the available phase space is considerably smaller for 128Te than for 130Te. This ratio is interesting because the branching ratio of the «(3(3)01.' mode for 128Te is expected to be considerably enhanced relative to the case of 130Te. This is due to the phase space difference between three-body and five-body decays.
Let us rewrite the ratio RT in terms of the half-lives for the « (3(3) 
where*)
Here Fo( T) is the phase space factor for the 0+--.0+ transition in the 2n-mechanism which is defined in the footnote on page 1768. The numerical values 1. 7 and 5.0 are the maximum kinetic energy release for 128Te and 130Te in units of me, respectively. Following the above argument and using Eqs. (4'6)~(4'8), we obtain the (sufficient) condition for the existence of the ({3{3)ov mode for 128Te: (4·9) Since 128Te and l3°Te are neighboring isotopes and their nuclear matrix elements are expected to be similar, the above inequality is considered to be well satisfied. *) Although the estimate of r," given in Eq. (4'8) is considered to be very good, we shall argue that this value is "at least" the minimum value. Let us consider the following three effects which might change the value of r,": (i) The phase space integrations for the ((3;3)2" mode are carried out by ignoring the neutrino masses. If there were neutrinos with masses around 1 MeV, the phase space factors should be modified. However, this inclusion only increases r2" because the available phase space for '28Te is much smaller than for l3°Te. (ii) If we take account of the contributions from 0+ -4 1 c and 2+ as well as the transitions due to the N'-mechanism, they also increase 1'2" because their common phase space factor F2( T) defined in the footnote on page 1768 gives When ,1 ' * 0, the 0+ ---+ 2+ transition in the 2n-mechanism as well as the contribution from the N*-mechanism should be included. From Eqs. (3'1) , (3.7) , (3'9) and (4'10) with the assumption (Nr, Nr):::-oO.l, we obtain the allowed domain, i.e., the region surrounded by two ellipses as shown in Fig. 4(a) for Case (a) and in Table III , we give the predictions for l3°Te, which are in good agreement with the measured half_life. 14H7 ) *) We assumed that 2~i2jcljIUeiI2IUejI2---1 for the ({3{3)2" mode. **) The value 30 eV in our previous paper') has been obtained by taking R(H)R = 0.612 for '28Te, while the value 34eV in Eq. (4'11) is determined by using R<H>,=O.545. (See Appendix A for the detailed discussion about the potentials.) ***) In practice, two ellipses cannot be distinguished in Fig. 4 . Table III.   Table III . The experimental data and the theoretical predictions for the half-lives. The predictions are made by taking the values of the average neutrino mass and ;\ which are determined from the data on tellurium and also by using the parameters related to the nuclear matrix elements given in § 4(e). The indices (a) and (b) correspond to two cases in the N'-mechanism, namely Case Concerning the ((3(3)zv mode, we have found that the 0+ ---> 0+ transition in the 2n-mechanism dominates over the other transitions as well as the N*-mechanism. This simplifies the analysis of the half-life ( Tl/2b drastically. In particular, this fact was powerful in the analysis of the data on the ratio of the 128Te to 13°Te halflives.
2 )
The sufficient condition for the existence of the ((3(3) ov mode for 128Te, Eq.
(4'9), has been derived from the ratio R T , Eq. (4' Predictions for the 0+--->0+ and 0+--->2+ transitions of the ((3(3hv mode are calculated by taking or assuming some values for the parameters related to the nuclear matrix elements as explained in § 4(e). They are listed in Table III .
As for the ((3(3) ov mode, only the 0+ ---> 0+ transition in the 2n-mechanism has non-zero contribution if ,,1=0. When the A-term gives a sizable contribution, the 0+ ---> 2+ transition becomes as important as 0+ ---> 0+. It is also worth while to note that the measurement of the 0+ ---> 2+ transition gives the direct information on the magnitude of A because this transition rate is proportional to ,,12. From the data on the ratio of the I28Te to I3°Te half-lives and Vergados' estimates on the nuclear matrix elements,2l) the masses of neutrinos are estimated to be I~ mjUJjl""'34eV if ,,1=0. When ,,1*0, mj and A should safisfy the constraint as given in Fig. 4 . We obtain the bounds for A as AI(gv' /gv)~ Uej Vejl"'" 1.7 '10-5 for Case (a) and 1.5 '10-4 for Case (b). Of course if there is no mixing among neutrinos, i.e., U~J> = OjI, viP = OjI, and U~]) = Ve~) = 0, the above neutrino mass value should be interpreted as that for the Majorana electron neutrino. Also the limit on A becomes meaningless because ~ Uej Vej becomes zero, but one may still assume vi]> * 0 from a phenomenological point of view. We would like to mention that the above bound on A is much larger than the expected value in most of the grand unified theories as discussed in § 2. Based on the above values on I~ mj uJjl and IA(gv' /gv)~ Uej Vejl, predictions for the ((3(3) ov mode are presented for three extreme cases in Table III . Unfortunately, the theoretical estimates of the nuclear matrix elements and the parameters in the N*-mechanism are not yet accurate enough. Therefore these predictions may change somewhat.
It is interesting to observe that the measurement of the (/3/3)ov mode for 48Ca, 82Se and 15°Nd by the counter experiment may be able to tell us if the right-handed interaction (the A-term) gives a sizable contribution, because the contribution from the A-term seems to be much larger than the one from the mvterm in our estimation.
surface of the nucleus as shown in Fig. 6 . This scheme is considered reasonable because neutrons which actively participate in the double /3 decay carry the large principal quantum numbers so that they are considered to be located in the outer shell. We remind that the weak decay must occur at two different neutrons because rn + rn + = O. This is taken into account by imposing a cut for B, i.e., B< If -Be with Be'" l/Rmrr. Thus, we assume the following form, (A '5) where o(x) is the step function and ~ = sin( 8e /2) ----(0.11-0.16). Case LI (the quark correlation in the N*-mechanism):
Suppose that there is a potential which confines quarks within distance - 0.6 and L1 indicate three different types of average described in the Appendix.
n, Fig. 6 . The spherical shell distribution in the 2 n-mechanism (Case 5). The neutrino propagates the distance r from the first decaying neutron n\ to the second one Fl., both of which are located on the surface of nucleus with radius R. The angle cut 8e is due to the size of the neutron 11\.
:S 1 MeV, they behave essentially like Coulomb potential; <H>i and < rH'>i:::::e x;/R for i = Rand S, and < rH'>,j:::::e -(1 + x,j) /a for i = LI, where x;'s are independent of m)) and depend weakly on flo and A. The explicit forms for Xi will be given in the subsection (e).
For m)) <: 1 Ge V, the average potentials behave like Yukawa potential, i.e., <H>, -<rH'>:::::e exp( -m))R)/R for case R, exp( -Um))R)/R for case S, and m~2 a-3 for case LI.
The following remarks are in order: (i) From Fig. 5 , we observe that a<H>,j is greater than R<H>R,S in the light neutrino mass region (m)):Sl MeV). This difference is due to the distance which neutrino should propagate, We remind o/R~1/10, (ii) The general tendency that <H>fI is greater than <H>s for m1' :S 1 Me V comes from the cut imposed on () for the case 5 where the smaller number of neutrons contributes to the (/3/3)01' mode than for the case R. (iii) The milder damping on m1' ( m-;,2 dependence) for the case Ll is traced to the assumption of no core repulsion among quarks. The case R gives the sharpest damping because it requires the neutrino to propagate the distance R before being absorbed. Since < H> and -< rH'> are monotonically decreasing functions of m1', the following approximation is allowed to use: Note that among heavy neutrinos, the lightest one (denoted by h) will mainly contribute as a result of the presence of the exponential damping factor. For definiteness, we restrict our attention to the data analysis of tellurium. Note that when A = 0, I~light mi viii = 34 e V is obtained. In order that the heavy neutrino contributes equally, mh~2.3 GeV is required for the case S, even if Veh=1 is taken. Therefore, if mh > 3 Ge V, the heavy neutrino contribution may well be neglected. If the masses of some neutrinos happen to be in the range of 1 Me V < m1'< 1 GeV, a careful analysis must be made. Here we shall not discuss this case to avoid the complexity. We would like to mention that the masses of heavy neutrinos are much larger than 1 GeV in most grand unified theories as discussed in § 2. In order to evaluate <H> and < rH'> for the 2n-mechanism, the case S is adopted in ~his paper. 
The formula for massless neutrino <H> R ""; XRA(/1o meR) /R was first obtained by Greuling and Whitten. 6 ) We also get
<rH'>R= R( d<H>R/dR),
where the approximate form is obtained from <H>R by replacing XRA and CRA with XRB and CRB which are defined as follows:
XRB(P) = (-2/)[ )[(sin P -P cos p) ci(p) -(cos p +p sin p )si(p»), (A ·15)
CRB(6)= -( 1 + 6)exp( -6). 28)
